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Abstract
Thin films prepared by plasma polymerization of cyclopropylamine (CPA) in capacitively coupled discharges demonstrated their attractive functional properties as a matrix layer in immunosensors or surface modification of synthetic polymers used for a cell cultivation. These bioapplications required tuning the concentration of amine and other bio-active groups together with the film stability in aqueous media. Since the final plasma polymer composition is influenced by the discharge power and the polymer cross-linking can be modified by ion energy flux towards the growing film the investigation of bulk plasma and plasma-surface interactions with respect to the energetic conditions are necessary for fundamental understanding of the overall process. This work puts together the results on the plasma polymer properties with the plasma diagnostics by mass and ion spectrometry, optical emission spectroscopy and retarding field energy analyzer placed at the substrate position. The experiments are complemented by the molecular dynamic simulations of the film growth.
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